THE "STATIONARITY ASSUMPTION": CONTRASTING A TYPICAL APPLICATION OF STATISTICAL DOWNSCALING WITH A "PERFECT MODEL" EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

In real-world applications, the process of statistical downscaling (SD) uses three types of data files as input (solid boxes in top figure) in order to produce as output downscaled future projections (right dashed box). The downscaled projections can be thought of as value-added products -- a refinement of climate model (GCM) output designed to add regional detail and address GCM shortcomings via a process that gleams information from a combination of observations and the climate change response simulated by a GCM.

In this illustration, a transform function is calculated during a training step in which a statistical technique compares observations to GCM output representing the same time period. Applying the transform function to GCM output from either the training period (blue arrow) or a future projection (red arrow) yields downscaled versions of the GCM output.

Though one can use cross validation to assess a SD technique's skill during the historical period, lacking observations of the future, there is no straightforward way to determine to what extent the SD method's skill might diminish when applied to future scenarios.

Regardless of the details of a specific SD technique, there is an underlying assumption that transform functions computed during a training step are fully applicable to GCM simulations of the future, even though the climate itself is changing -- this is what we refer to as the "stationarity assumption". Our "perfect model" experimental design seeks to isolate and quantify key aspects of this stationarity assumption. As illustrated below, the perfect model approach does not make use of observational data. Rather, we substitute high resolution model results for observations and we substitute coarsened (smoothed by interpolation) versions of the high resolution model output for what would be the GCM results in a more typical, real world SD application.

The datasets we use all derive from a set of high resolution GCM experiments -- some were run to simulate the climate of recent decades and others simulate conditions at the end of the 21st century under high greenhouse gas emissions scenarios. Companion data sets were made by interpolating the high resolution (~25km) GCM output to a much coarser grid (~200km). During the SD training step, statistical methods quantify relationships between the high resolution and coarse resolution data for the historical period. Then, using the coarsened data sets as input, we assess how well the transform functions deduced from the historical period can recover the high resolution GCM output, both for the historical period and for the late 21st century projections. Any degradations in skill computed for the future scenarios provide information as to how well the stationarity assumption holds.